Academic GPs combine clinical work with research and teaching

Academic general practitioners enjoy the contrast between the three main components of their career: clinical practice, research and teaching.

A typical week for Associate Professor Marie Pirotta, from the department of general practice at the University of Melbourne, could include teaching medical students and GP registrars, consulting in a suburban general practice, conducting research on the use of complementary medicines in primary care, or advising the Therapeutic Goods Administration on complementary medicines.

Professor Pirotta loves the variety of her work and that her various roles operate on different schedules. For instance, she switches between the 15-minute patient consultations of general practice to the multiyear time scale of large research projects.

Being an academic GP has also allowed her to develop a wide range of additional skills, such as project design, statistical analysis and qualitative research techniques.

Most importantly, she has had the chance to have an impact on patient care beyond the consulting room. For instance, her PhD research, which she completed in 2005, found that probiotics were ineffective against postantibiotic vulvovaginitis, contrary to popular belief.

“I’ve had the chance to develop new knowledge and evidence for or against treatments that will directly help other GPs and their patients”, she says.

Professor Mark Harris, professor of general practice at the University of NSW, says academic general practice can be particularly satisfying when research is taken up in practice.

“We’ve done a lot of work showing that having an organised system of care for people with diabetes is associated with better disease control”, he says. “Seeing that translated into guidelines and policies, and linked to practice incentive payments, is very rewarding.”

Professor Harris says the career also offers considerable flexibility, with doctors able to change their mix of clinical, research and teaching responsibilities over time. There are also plenty of part-time academic roles, and many female academics. Professor Harris emphasises there is also “not a huge glass ceiling” for female academic GPs interested in becoming professors of general practice.

The misconceptions

Academic GPs say there is sometimes a misconception that all the exciting or important research is conducted in the non-GP specialties.

However, Professor Harris says general practice research is crucial because the patient population is different to the hospital population.

“Things that might seem like a good idea in hospitals, such as a screening tool, may not be appropriate in general practice”, he says.

Professor Pirotta agrees, and gives the example of depression research.

“If all the research is done in specialist or tertiary care patients who are more likely to be severely depressed, will that apply in general practice where most depressed patients are at the mild-to-moderate end?”

Professor Harris says general practice...
The vast majority of patient consults happen in primary care, but the vast majority of research doesn’t
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The big issues
Professor Pirotta says there is a real need for increased research capacity in general practice. “GPs need to set the research agenda for our own discipline … the vast majority of patient consults happen in primary care, but the vast majority of research doesn’t.”

She says additional funding is needed to encourage more GPs to add an academic component to their practice, and to establish a national general practice clinical trials network. In terms of this coordination, Professor Pirotta says general practice research is trailing behind other specialties, which makes it more challenging for GP academics to secure researchers are particularly well placed to study non-pharmacological interventions, such as cognitive behaviour therapy for simple depression.

Training as an academic GP
General practice registrars can complete an academic post as part of the Australian General Practice Training program. The 12-month, salaried position allows registrars to develop skills in research and teaching (see Registrar Q+A, right). More information is available at: www.agpt.com.au/TrainingPosts/AcademicPosts/

Other useful qualifications include a Masters of Public Health, another Masters degree with a research component, or a PhD.

The inside story
What are the insider tips to kick start your career in academic general practice? Professors Pirotta and Harris suggest that anyone considering this career needs to find a mentor.

Professor Harris says it is often as simple as emailing an academic GP at a university department of general practice and expressing your interest. “Most senior academic GPs are delighted to help mentor younger GPs who are interested in academic work”, he says. This is especially true because the increase in medical schools means there’s a need for more academic GPs.

Professor Harris also advises budding academic GPs to introduce an academic component to their practice early on, although he says there is no need to get too ambitious. For example, registrars could get involved in a research network or pursue part-time lecturing rather than attempting to start their own research project. “Clinical experience counts in GP academia, so you don’t have to go straight from being a registrar to being an academic”, he says.

What advice would you have for doctors interested in this career?
For registrars, I would strongly recommend the academic post. It gives you a good taste of academic general practice, but it’s also realistic — you’re not expected to churn out papers. It gives you a foundation in research and teaching and allows you to explore different types of research. GPs with their fellowship could ask their nearest university department of general practice for opportunities to assist with a research project. There is a lot of clinically relevant primary care research being done, so chances are there will be a project that you’re interested in.

What do you enjoy about being an academic GP?
I like that I have to think in different ways when I’m a clinician, a researcher or a teacher, which helps me stay fresh and not get burnt out. The three jobs complement each other. For instance, when I’m teaching students, being able to talk about the primary care research I’m doing makes it more interesting and up to date.

What challenges have you faced?
Time management is an ongoing challenge. The ethics process has also been frustrating, but in a good way, because it has helped me to understand my own research.

Could you describe your main research projects?
My research has looked at young men’s attitudes and behaviour towards screening for chlamydia. We recognise that it is important to test and treat young people for chlamydia in general practice, but we are seeing that this is only being done by young women, as it has easily been linked with Pap smears. I wanted to identify the barriers and facilitators for young men. I am hoping that this could inform primary care guidelines and protocols for testing young men for chlamydia.
EXPLORE 24-7

Do you want an opportunity to explore? Consider a locum.

At Health 24-7 we can help you discover new places, exciting prospects, fresh challenges and greater levels of financial security. Check our website www.health247.com.au or call us now on 1800 005 915 and get ready to pack your bag.
LOCUM with Wavelength and WORK when and where you want

Why Wavelength?

**Dr Michael Holland:** “Wavelength was recommended to me & I would certainly recommend using Wavelength to any of my colleagues.”

**Dr S Singh:** “Wavelength find you the best job that suits your needs and negotiates the best contract for you. You simply give them your availability schedules and the rest will follow smoothly.”

Locum with Wavelength and receive $500 credit on your Wavelength Visa Card for every 5 locums completed

Visit wave.com.au to find out more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orthopaedic Surgeon</th>
<th>Psych Registrar</th>
<th>General Medicine</th>
<th>Surgical Urology RMO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WA (Ref: 26324)</td>
<td>NSW (Ref: KD150612-1)</td>
<td>TAS (Ref: 24032)</td>
<td>WA (Ref: RM250612-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2500 per day worked</td>
<td>$130 per hour</td>
<td>$2000 p/d + car, travel &amp; accom</td>
<td>$100 per hour, payable via ABN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Nicole 02 8353 9012</td>
<td>Call Lisa 02 8353 9034</td>
<td>Call Claudine 02 8353 9020</td>
<td>Call chantelle 02 8353 9089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Surgeon</th>
<th>Psychiatrist</th>
<th>Oncologist</th>
<th>Senior Registrar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW (Ref: 21777)</td>
<td>QLD (Ref: 21511)</td>
<td>QLD (Ref: 28088)</td>
<td>TAS (Ref: DS250612-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August to December 2012</td>
<td>22nd July for 2 months</td>
<td>26th Nov – 18th Jan 2013</td>
<td>$150 PH or CMO $170 p/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2000 per day worked</td>
<td>$2000 p/d + car, accom + travel</td>
<td>$2000 per day worked</td>
<td>flights and accom provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Nicole 02 8353 9012</td>
<td>Contact Rebecca 02 8353 9042</td>
<td>Call Carly 02 8353 9016</td>
<td>Call chantelle 02 8353 9089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paediatric Registrar</th>
<th>Paediatrician</th>
<th>Oncologist</th>
<th>Radiologist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAS (Ref: AG140612-2)</td>
<td>TAS (Ref: 28101)</td>
<td>NSW (Ref: 27669)</td>
<td>WA (Ref: 27828)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/07/2012 – Ongoing</td>
<td>1st September to 12th October</td>
<td>November dates available</td>
<td>Various dates till December</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2600 per weekend</td>
<td>$2000 per day worked</td>
<td>$2000 per day worked</td>
<td>$2400 per day worked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Lisa 02 8353 9034</td>
<td>Call Amber 02 8353 9011</td>
<td>Call Carly 02 8353 9016</td>
<td>Call James 02 8353 9038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

wave.com.au
Specialists in medical recruitment
Medical mentor

Professor Mark Nelson reflects on a career in academic general practice

Professor Mark Nelson is chair of the Discipline of General Practice and senior research fellow at the Menzies Research Institute, both at the University of Tasmania. He is part of a team that recently secured US$50 million in research funding from the US National Institutes of Health. Professor Nelson is also an honorary associate at Monash University and a GP in Lindisfarne, Tasmania.

“I was always pretty undecided about what I was going to do when I left school. I come from a rural background where no member of my family had been to university. I started studying science but, after a month, I realised I didn’t like it, so took a year off and worked as a labourer. I was very glad to be accepted into undergrad medicine at Monash University the next year.

After a few years of postgrad clinical work, I travelled around the world for a year with my then girlfriend, who is now my wife. When I returned I worked in Australia’s first private emergency department, in Melbourne. I enjoyed working there for 6 or 7 years, but there were slow times in the emergency department and I became interested in further study. I enrolled in a graduate diploma in family medicine through Monash and that’s what got me interested in general practice.

I started working in general practice part-time while continuing my graduate diploma. I converted that into a masters, which I really enjoyed and completed in pretty much record time. I was approached by [Professor] Chris Reid, who was looking for a GP coordinator for the 2nd Australian National Blood Pressure Study. I joined that study, and decided to do a PhD within that program.

The national study included a run-in phase where people gradually came off their blood pressure medicine until their blood pressure returned to a high level and they could enter the study. But we found that the blood pressure of 17% of people who stopped their medication never returned to the high levels. For my PhD I tried to identify predictors for this group of people. I used to call it my John West study after those old tuna advertisements, because I was interested in the ones that got rejected. There’s a lot of work on choosing who we can medicate but very little on ‘unmedication’—determining who might be able to stop their medication.

I am a principal investigator on ASPREE, the ASpirin in Reducing Events in the Elderly study. This is a huge randomised controlled trial, which looks at the risks and benefits of aspirin in people aged 70 years and over. The study expands beyond the usual associations with cardiovascular disease to look more broadly at the effect of aspirin on disease in general. We’re recruiting 19 000 people, including about 4500 from the US and 14 500 from Australia. I originally wrote the research protocol 10 years ago and the study should be finished by 2018. Our initial studies received funding from the Heart Foundation and the National Health and Medical Research Council. In 2009, we succeeded in getting US$50 million from the US National Institutes of Health to fund the full study. It shows that research in primary healthcare is an export industry, because we brought all that money into Australia.

I’m interested in research for a number of reasons. I’m a rationalist and believe in evidence-based medicine. Yet in clinical practice we often just continue doing what we’ve always done without thinking, ‘is there a better way of doing this?’ The objective evidence you find in medical research is not always popular because it often shows that what people thought was working actually doesn’t. You learn just as much from a negative study as you do from a positive one.

I’m a full-time tenured academic at the University of Tasmania and split my time 60:40 between the Menzies Research Institute and the school of medicine. Being a full-time academic usually includes two clinical sessions a week, but I choose to do a third in the evening to maintain continuity of care. Combining research and clinical work keeps me busy, but the quality of life in Tassie is fantastic. I go for a run every day, and I’ve started going for bushwalks to remote areas. Being in Tassie also reduces the travel times—in Melbourne I used to refuel my car once a week, but here it’s once a month.

Keeping connected to clinical work is very important. It means you can speak with more authority to fellow general practitioners as someone who’s working in the system and also understands the pragmatic aspects of getting research results into practice. We need more clinician researchers, because translational research is important. There are several ways GPs should be involved in research. Firstly, 100% of doctors should use the findings of research, but probably only around 60% do so. Secondly, I reckon about 40% of GPs have the altruism to participate in research in some way, such as becoming involved in a clinical trial or responding to surveys about what we do in general practice. Those people are very much appreciated. Finally, probably about 2% of GPs are interested in running research. That’s probably a bit of an indictment of our profession, because if you look at other specialties, research is taken for granted. For our profession to really prosper, we need more people to participate in research as investigators.”

Interview by Sophie McNamara
In 2008, Dr Mike Cadogan set up a small blog to record his preparation for the emergency medicine fellowship exams.

His study technique had involved writing summaries of books and journal articles, so he had amassed a collection of one-page summaries on various topics. He had also collected about 100,000 clinical images, all of which had patient details and signed consent forms.

“The blog was a means of trying to get some data together, mainly for my own purposes because I had it all scattered on various hard drives, but I thought if I put it out there maybe a couple of people might see it”, he says.

In the first year, a few hundred people each week visited the blog, Life in the fast lane (lifeinthefastlane.com), but the traffic soon increased.

Now the blog attracts about 20,000 unique visitors each day and, in May this year, the site had its 5-millionth unique visitor.

Dr Cadogan is writing a paper with some of the world’s top emergency medicine bloggers, with the aim of creating a ‘blog impact factor’ similar to the journal impact factor. While doing this research, Dr Cadogan has realised just how popular his blog is.

“It is great to see the emergence of medical blogs as a source of medical information, education and debate with 100,000 readers visiting the top 20 medical blogs on a daily basis.”

The blog, which now has several other authors as well as Dr Cadogan, includes a wealth of detailed clinical information. There’s an electrocardiogram (ECG) library that combines 5000 ECG images and cases with specifics on ECG clinical interpretation and links to reference sources. There is also a comprehensive clinical care compendium, a toxicology overview and more than 200 clinical cases.

The site also has an exam section with links to emergency medicine fellowship exam questions from recent years, including images and resources by topic.

Following the success of his blog, Dr Cadogan branched out to other online education projects including iMeducate (www.imeducate.com) and the recently launched Global Medical Education Project (gmep.imeducate.com). This project encourages users to submit, answer and provide feedback on multiple-choice questions in an open peer-review process, where users can rate the difficulty of questions, and provide references to the questions. Users can also upload clinical media including images, video and powerpoint presentations to create an online education database.

Dr Cadogan says while medical education has been transformed through social media such as blogs, podcasts and vodcasts, traditional forms of medical education such as the colleges and journals could embrace online opportunities a lot more.

He says he regularly uses clinical techniques that he has learnt from audiocasts or vodcasts, such as the Lewis Lead technique, which is a modified ECG lead system used to detect p waves in broad complex tachycardia.

“If I have a question about it, I’ll write back. If I have an experience with it, I’ll add a comment ... having that interaction with health professionals all round the globe is just fantastic.”

Dr Cadogan says his main motivation for developing online projects is the same as his motivation for becoming a doctor — to help people.

“There’s a lot of information out there which I’m happy to share and other people are happy to share. It annoys me when people hide things behind black boxes and logins and paid subscriptions.”

In addition to the online projects — or hobbies as he calls them, as he doesn’t make any money from them — Dr Cadogan continues to work full-time as an emergency medicine physician at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital in Perth.

He grew up in the United Kingdom and studied medicine at the University of Edinburgh, and also studied at Oxford, before moving to Australia in 1998.

He is also team physician for the Western Force rugby union team, which includes travelling for overseas tours.

Somehow he has also found the time to set up a service called VIP Medicine, which provides medical advice and treatment to VIP visitors to Western Australia, with clients of the service including Michael Buble’s entourage.

Dr Cadogan says the service, which again makes no money, is “just for fun” as it allows him and his family to interact with some of these luminaries.

His hectic schedule begs the question of time management, which Dr Cadogan says would be impossible without the help of online tools such as Google Docs and iPhone apps.

“I set myself a series of limits”, he says. “Every day I do my day, come home and do the homework with the kids, and kick a ball and read to them, then I work from 8 pm to 2 am. Then I do it all again.

Sophie McNamara
Patient complaints come with the territory in a medical practice, but most grievances will stay within the practice if they are promptly acknowledged and addressed.

A complaint can pack an emotional punch, so the biggest challenge is keeping a clear head to mount a professional response and avoid a potential lawsuit.

This is where a formal complaints-management policy can help, according to medical defence organisations.

This policy should outline the steps to take if a patient complains. It should cover who deals with the complaint, how it’s handled, at what point staff should involve a doctor or practice manager, and when to call your medical defence organisation.

Last year Keryn Hendrick, risk education manager for medical defence organisation MIGA, conducted workshops for doctors entitled The complaining patient.

“What was interesting is many doctors in attendance said they either didn’t have a complaints-handling policy or if they did, they weren’t particularly aware of it”, Ms Hendrick says.

She says a clear written complaints policy provides staff with direction and support in managing potentially difficult situations.

Depending on the size of the practice, this policy can be in writing or more informal, says Dr Sara Bird, the manager of medicolegal and advisory services at MDA National. The most important thing, she says, is that everyone in the practice is on the same page.

A successful complaints-management policy should include the following key elements:

1. Listen
   It’s natural for people to respond with anger, frustration or distress in the face of a complaint, but listening is a far more effective strategy.
   Hear the patient out, get a good handle on their version of events, and attempt to stand in their shoes, Dr Bird advises.
   “Sometimes the patient is correct and sometimes not”, she says. “More often a complaint is the result of the different perceptions of the patient and the doctor: there hasn’t been a shared understanding of exactly what’s happened.”

2. Acknowledge
   Ms Hendrick says that once the patient has voiced their concern, it helps to show empathy and acknowledge that something upsetting has occurred.
   “If they don’t get that, that’s when they may look to a complaints entity to step in and resolve [the situation] for them”, she says.
   Dr Bird says it’s worth designating a skilled staff member to handle complaints, but because you can’t always press a pause button, your front-line

---

**Why do patients complain?**

According to MDA National, one in 20 medical practitioners will be the subject of a formal complaint to the Medical Board of Australia or the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency each year. Dr Bird says doctors tend to attract the most complaints in two key areas:

1. Not fulfilling expectations
   This includes allegations about delays in diagnosis and treatment, complications of treatment and inadequate or inappropriate treatment, including failure to examine properly or order investigations, or prescription of incorrect medications.

2. Failing to communicate
   This includes allegations of inadequate, incorrect or misleading advice, and complaints about the doctor’s manner, such as allegations of rudeness or an uncaring attitude.

---

continued on page C8
Risk management tips

Medical defence organisation MIGA offers the following approach to resolving complaints:

- Where possible, deal directly with the complainant
- Try to resolve complaints as quickly as possible
- Have a complaint-handling procedure led by a senior staff member
- Ensure all staff — doctors, nurses and practice staff — are aware of the procedure, and that locums receive instruction as part of their induction
- Display your complaints procedure in the waiting room.

A study published in the Medical Journal of Australia in 2004, which examined complaints made by patients attending Victorian hospitals, found that 84.5% were resolved easily and more than half were resolved with an apology or explanation.

However, Dr Bird says if a patient puts their complaint in writing, you should seek advice from your medical defence organisation.

3. Promise to take action
Most patients who complain are not seeking financial compensation — they tend to have altruistic motives. “Patients often don’t want others facing similar problems and they are looking for a sense that the service has improved for them and others in future”, Ms Hendrick says.

“If things need to change in your systems and procedures, tell them about those changes.”

She says your initial conversation should include an assurance to the patient that their concerns will be investigated and addressed. It’s also important to provide the patient with an explanation, she says.

Medical defence organisation Avant agrees. Ms Georgie Haysom, special counsel in medicolegal advisory service/health law at Avant, says timely and skilful handling of complaints can help to reduce the risk of a formal complaint or a claim being made.

“Leaving a patient complaint unanswered can exacerbate the patient’s dissatisfaction

Amanda Bryan

staff still need skills in managing distressed or angry patients.

“In surveys of patients that ask about what they want when making a complaint, they said they wanted acknowledgement”, she says. “Allow them to tell their story and really try to understand where they are coming from.”

Sometimes issues can be resolved on the spot. Dr Bird says an apology for distress or a misunderstanding, for instance, may be appropriate and sufficient.

“Patients may have unrealistic expectations of what the practice can provide, and sometimes they are anxious and unwell and therefore more easily aggrieved”, she says. “There are many matters where the doctor involved would just phone the patient and resolve the problem then and there — and that’s the ideal way.”

Amanda Bryan

Your heart rate is accelerated, your blood pressure is high, and your hair is falling out.

I advise avoiding all court related activities for the foreseeable future.

continued from page C7

Dr Sarah Bird

Allow them to tell their story and really try to understand where they are coming from

Leaving a patient complaint unanswered can exacerbate the patient’s dissatisfaction
DOCTORS
ARE OUR SPECIALTY
As a part of Healthcare Australia, LML Medical Recruitment helps doctors of all levels and specialties find locum jobs throughout Australia.

Fantastic jobs currently on offer:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locum Consultant Positions</th>
<th>Locum Junior Positions</th>
<th>Locum GP Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia wide locations up to $2,500 per day</td>
<td>Australia wide locations up to $190 per hour</td>
<td>Australia wide locations up to $2,200 per day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE ALS COURSE
To secure your place in the course ensure you are fully registered with LML Medical Recruitment.

Limited places available.
Call 1300 889 133 for further details.

APPLY ONLINE  www.healthcareaustralia.com.au
WORK WITH US TODAY  1300 889 133

WINTER SPECIALS

DERMLITE DL1
INTEGRATED IPHONE CONNECTIVITY
- The smallest dermatoscope currently manufactured
- Clips to your shirt
- Cross-polarised and non-polarised modes
- Glass faceplate with 10mm scale
- Recharges from any laptop or PC
- Takes superb images with your iPhone 4 (adapter inc)

Only $625* - Save $50

Handheld Pulse Oximeter
- 2 year replacement guarantee
- Interchangeable pediatric thimble
- 500 hour battery life & memory

*Now Only $290*
Includes Adult & Child Probe!

Spirotube Spirometer
Special Price $1,195*
- Reusable turbine
- Run & Save data on PC
- Pulmonary function diagnostics
- Automatic internal calibration

Best Practice Compatible

Single Use Surgical Kits
- Save time & money with these pre-packed, sterilised kits, supplied on a convenient tray
- Ideal for Dermatologists & GP Clinics
- Kits for Punch Biopsy Available
- Kits with Dynek Sutures Available
- Stainless Steel Scissors & Forceps
- Starting from only $12.00*

40% OFF YOUR FIRST PURCHASE
Conditions Apply. Contact us for full terms.

* All items are subject to GST unless stated. ECG units are GST Free. Only $9.90 delivery fee across Australia. Sale prices end 31/08/2012.

Ph: 1800 810 074
sales@machealth.com.au

MACQUARIE
MEDICAL SYSTEMS
Northern and Remote & Southern Country Health Services are seeking two dynamic medical professionals with experience in medical administration, management innovation and communication excellence.

As Directors of Medical Services these positions work closely with the Regional Director, Nurse Director, Senior Medical Staff and Operations Managers to develop sustainable safe medical services.

1. Broome, Kimberley region
2. Bunbury, South West region

A further two positions as Senior Medical Officers are available in the Northern and Remote Country Health Service. These positions undertake the day to day management of the inpatient facility and smaller surrounding hospitals.

1. Derby
2. Kununurra, Halls Creek & Wyndham

Further position information available:
www.wacountry.health.wa.gov.au > Work With Us > Medical Careers > Medical Vacancies

Government of Health
Northern and Remote Country Health Service
Southern Country Health Service

"LEGACY IS KEEPING THEIR PROMISE TO MY DAD"
CHARLOTTE

TO DONATE, CALL 1800 534 229
OR VISIT LEGACY.COM.AU

Caring for the families of deceased and incapacitated veterans.

THE BEST PEOPLE ARE HARD TO FIND
Advertise with the Medical Journal of Australia and they will find you
Ask about our great rates for multiple bookings
Contact Mike Mata at the MJA Ph: 02 9562 6666
E: advertising@mja.com.au W: www.mja.com.au
Commence your search at the MJA

RESTORE SIGHT FOR JUST $25
We need to perform 12,000 operations each month

Three out of four people who are blind can have their sight saved or restored. In some developing countries the operation to overcome cataract blindness can take only 20 minutes and cost just $25. Each month, our goal is to restore sight to 12,000 people. Donate now to help us continue Fred’s work.

DONATE NOW 1800 352 352
www.hollows.org.au

The Fred Hollows Foundation
Specialist Appointments

SPECIALIST PHYSICIANS & INTENSIVISTS

WA Country Health Service is seeking two enthusiastic and dynamic consultants to provide medical expertise for the Intensive Care Unit and Medical Ward within Bunbury Hospital.

The successful applicants will guide the development of medical services, clinical education and quality improvement. This is a growing service which offers the opportunity to develop and expand a vital service. The hospital provides good exposure to a young and diverse case-mix reflective of a teaching hospital, but in a regional rural setting.

Bunbury is a major regional centre, located on the coast within two hours drive from the state capital of Perth. Boasting the perfect combination of world class wine, towering forests and pristine beaches – you’ll be spoilt for choice in Australia’s South West!

Further information on the positions available can be found at: www.wacountry.health.wa.gov.au

Or by contacting the Medical Administrator, Bunbury Hospital, on +61 8 9722 1000

LOCUM OPPORTUNITIES

ChoiceOne is currently seeking Medical Practitioners to fill locum and permanent positions of all grades including:

- Specialists / Consultants
- General Practitioners / GP Registrars
- Junior Doctors

We have opportunities located throughout Australia in metropolitan, regional and rural / remote areas.

With over 22 years of experience, talk to us without delay.

Call Brett on:
1300 655 060
email brett@choiceone.com.au

Recruiting great GPs for rural Western Australia

Rural Western Australia offers great diversity from the warm Kimberley region in the north to the picturesque wine regions of the South; we have placements available throughout the state.

Come and try before you buy!
A diverse range of locum positions are available throughout the state.

Rural Health Select provides a FREE placement service and can assist with upskilling courses if required.

Contact Rural Health Select today! WE’LL FIND THE PERFECT FIT

recruit@ruralhealthwest.com.au 08 6389 4500 www.ruralhealthselect.com.au

Help women end hunger!

www.actionaid.org.au
Vinnies changes lives every day.

To donate call 13 18 12
or go to www.vinnies.org.au

St Vincent de Paul Society
good works
Executive Appointments

Executive Director, Medical
Women’s & Children’s Health Network
North Adelaide, South Australia
Job Ref: 501251

This senior executive position offers a unique opportunity to influence future directions in health care. You can be part of a strong and cohesive leadership team involved in leading the tertiary paediatric and maternity Health Network for South Australia. Reporting to the Chief Executive Officer, you will advise on the policy, professional development and professional practice requirements and implications of the medical workforce of Women’s and Children’s Health Network. You will drive the Clinical Governance framework initiatives across the Network’s tertiary, secondary and primary care services.


Medical Officers / GP’s (Remote Area)

Are you a General Medical Practitioner or Medical Officer looking for a new challenge in a stunning Australian outback location? Full time roles available or Locum if desired!

Under the direction of the Medical Director and as part of the dedicated regional clinical team, you’ll be responsible for the delivery of comprehensive primary health care to indigenous people living within the communities of the Anangu Pitjanjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands.

In this truly satisfying and diverse role, you’ll be working with a renowned and highly commended health services council in an organised environment with modern facilities.

Nganampa Health Council is proud to offer innovative working arrangements, negotiable upon each candidate’s requirements. Choose the way you work, including job share, 3 months on/3 months off, fly-in-fly-out for periods of two weeks a few times a year to suit your lifestyle.

Successful candidates will be provided with modern, furnished accommodation on the APY Lands; along with a fully maintained 4WD vehicle.

In addition, you will receive a highly attractive salary package of $320,000 ($280,000 cash benefits, $40,000 other benefits), negotiable with experience and qualifications including super and flexible salary packaging arrangements and a range of further benefits, including:

* Potential eligibility for the GPRIP payments - worth up to $159,000 over two years;
* Up to 9 weeks leave per year;
* 2 weeks study leave in order to plan and develop your career;
* Full support from the health team; and
* Relocation costs assisted.

www.nganampahealth.applynow.net.au
If you have any further questions phone 1300 366 573.

GP Opportunities

Real Estate

For Lease
13 Geum Street, Hadfield VIC 3046
Medical/Consulting

Opposite Busy Safeway Shopping
6 consulting rooms
Reception area
Tea room
Staff and disabled toilets
Clinic was established for 8 years
Ducted heating, evaporative cooling
Car parking space for 10 cars
Council Permit for Medical Clinic

Fusun Ristic
P: 03 9436 0088
F: 03 9436 0088
M: 0412 273 274
W: risticrealestate.com.au

Practice For Sale

Have fun with kiwis!

New Zealand Doctor Newspaper
Contact: Angie Duberly
T 464 488 4286
E aduberly@nzdoctor.co.nz

Consulting Rooms Sessions & Suites

ROOms FOR SALE
Balcham Hills Hospital, 58 sq metres including car space. Fully furnished. Suitable for specialist or GP or paramedical practice. $250, 000 Contact 0412 114 234

BONDI JUNCTION

Prof. room/s to rent. Active medical specialist offices with staff and all facilities. Days and rates negotiable. 500m flat walk to Bondi Junction rail/bus interchange.

Email: info@alowy.com.au Phone: 02 9387 3433
LOOKING FOR SPECIALISTS?

- Permanent and temporary (locums) employment for doctors
- Hospital and University Appointments
- Specialist and Overseas Appointments

To advertise here, please contact the advertising team
Ph: 02 9562 6666 E: advertising@mja.com.au

Help women end hunger!

www.actionaid.org.au
Medibank Health Solutions provides ground-breaking 24-hour healthcare to government and private clients in metropolitan and regional locations around Australia. Our reach in providing our clients with 21st century healthcare is constantly extending and we are interested in speaking with experienced Psychiatrists, Dermatologists, Endocrinologists, Geriatricians, Oncologists, Paediatricians and General Physicians who may be seeking flexible working arrangements.

Using our innovative technology, we provide you with the modern tools that enable you to work from home, anywhere in Australia. This flexible work from home model may suit someone looking to return to the workforce, a parent looking for part-time / flexible working hours, or a clinician wanting to wind back their practice commitments.

If you are interested in finding out more about this opportunity, please contact Dr Ian Boyd for a confidential discussion on 0403 429 260.

---

**Doctors > Remote Medicine > Antarctica**

To find out how you can work in one of the world’s most pristine environments, contact Dr Jeff Ayton, Chief Medical Officer 03 6232 3300 or email medicine@aad.gov.au

jobs.antarctica.gov.au
Australia’s most trusted source of medical information just got a whole lot smarter

MJA.com.au

After almost 100 years of leading the field in publishing medical research, commentary and clinical material, the MJA has expanded its online presence to meet the needs of a modern world.

Read and interact with Australia’s leading medical minds, access our archives and keep up to date with your profession and the wider issues that influence health and health care.

Join the MJA community

Online annual subscription Only $99!

Online and print annual subscription, for a limited time now only $203.50

Subscribe today

02 9562 6617

The Medical Journal of Australia